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RETRO LIP

It’s a nostalgic-fuelled mash-up: Crayola
and Clinique have joined forces to create
colour-saturated lip balms with shades from
your childhood crayon collection, such as
Fuzzy Wuzzy and Razzmatazz.
CLINIQUE CRAYOLA CHUBBY STICK, $21

MOBILITY IN MIND

When Mary Beth Currie’s arm was injured, getting dressed became a challenge. She also saw
her mother’s arthritis make it difficult for her to
use buttons and zippers as she was dressing, so
she decided to make a line of stylish clothing
made of European fabrics that
could be easily donned by
women with have movement restrictions. The
pullover garments,
elastic waistbands
and interior loops
help accommodate
women with injuries.
The magnetic closures
are a must for those
with mobility issues and
breastfeeding mothers, too.

SAVE!

A trifecta of oils – rose,
pomegranate and rose geranium
– work together to nourish
and strengthen skin.
TIP: For extra luminosity, mix with
your moisturizer. Suitable for
all skin types.
DYSON SUPERSONIC HAIR
DRYER, $500, DYSONCANADA.
CA AND HUDSON’S BAY

PIXI ROSE OIL BLEND, $34
AVAILABLE AT SHOPPERS
DRUG MART

OIL

CHANGE

Here are three things we bet you didn’t know about
the research behind a blow-dryer from industry insider
Tom Crawford, global category director of personal care
for Dyson

HOT STUFF

“We found out that when hair is exposed to extreme heat,
pores can begin to form within the strands. When light hits
these pores, it scatters in all directions, reducing reflected
light and decreasing shine.” To minimize damage, hightech thermal control measures exit temperature 20 times a
second, so the machine won’t exceed 212°F.

WRIST SHOTS

“We observed more than 100 women over two continents
washing and drying their hair. Given the number of angle
changes and the typical weight of a conventional blowdryer, it took, on average, less than five seconds for a
woman to feel the strain on her wrists and arms.” Hence,
Dyson put its smallest digital motor inside the handle,
engineered for balance.

RALSTON WILLIAMS SEERSUCKER TOP, $150

The beauty of oils is that they
work quickly, penetrating deep
into the dermis to deliver
hydration and vitamins for
visibly improved skin. Here
are a couple of our faves.

MAKEUP SHOULD NEVER
HIDE YOUR COMPLEXION.
IT SHOULD REVEAL
WHO
YOU ARE.”
– Francois Nars, founder and

SPLURGE!

creative director of NARS

NARS SOFT MATTE COMPLETE CONCEALER, $38

The orchid and peony scent
are divine, but what makes this
a winner is its repair oil complex,
which contains four blends
(including rosehip and camellia
oil) and y-linolenic acid to
improve skin barrier function.
CLÉ DE PEAU BEAUTÉ RADIANT
MULTI REPAIR OIL, $200
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GEOFFREY ROSS

Different hair types react differently to heat and air
turbulence. “The Supersonic has four heat settings to
ensure optimal heat levels for each user. There are also
three airflow settings – it’s important to know that faster
drying isn’t just about heat or high-speed air but also
having the right balance of pressure and turbulence.”

GEOFFREY ROSS

BESPOKE BLOW-DRY

Could royal jelly “bee” your skin’s new bestie?
We checked in with Abena Antwi, an associate
research fellow at Burt’s Bees, for the latest buzz.
Royal jelly is the hero ingredient in this new line.
Where does it come from?
Worker bees gather nectar and pollen to make royal
jelly, the precious substance that is fed to the queen to
ensure her growth, fertility and longer lifespan. Our
process involves carefully removing the honeycombs
to prevent damage to the surrounding hive and harm
to the bees and extracting royal jelly from the combs
by hand using hypodermic needles.
What makes it great for skincare?
Royal jelly is one of nature’s richest materials and
packed with nutrients, including all three macronutrients (proteins, carbohydrates and fats), as well as
essential amino acids, minerals and vitamins B1,
B2 and B6.
Royal jelly is unlike anything the human body produces in terms of the different nutrients it contains
and specific ingredients, such as certain proteins and
fatty acids, that the human body doesn’t make.
Do you have a favourite product?
I love the Skin Nourishment Gentle Foaming
Cleanser and the Night Cream. I am turning the big
4-0 next year and I’ve noticed that my skin is getting
drier. The foaming action in this cleanser is lush
and gentle – it cleans and removes makeup without
overdrying my skin.
The Skin Nourishment Night Cream is my go-to
overnight treatment. In addition to royal jelly, it
contains one of my long-time favourite ingredients:
shea butter. The formula gives me instant moisture
that lasts all night – I wake up with healthy-looking,
smooth skin. It helps improve signs of aging, reducing
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles – just in
time for my upcoming milestone birthday!
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